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ABSTRACT

Yeary, Amber Joy. M.S., Department of Chemistry, Wright State University, 2011.
Cetyltrimethylammonium Halide Coated Electrodes for the Detection of Dopamine in the
Presence of Interferents.

Specially constructed carbon paste electrodes were coated with 10 mM
cetyltrimethylammonium halide (CTAX) solutions, bromide and chloride being the
counter anions. These surfactant modified electrodes were used to detect the
catecholamine neurotransmitter dopamine using cyclic voltammetry. The coated
electrodes gave reproducible quasi-reversible behavior for the analyte dopamine over a
range of concentrations from 1 mM to 200 mM. When combined in solution with
common interferents ascorbic acid (1 mM) and uric acid (300 μM), all cathodic and
anodic current peaks maintained resolution at the biological pH of 7.4. When the coating
solutions were below the critical micelle concentration (0.5 mM), reduced anodic peak
current was observed. Throughout multiple experiments, no discernible difference in
performance between cetyltrimethylammonium bromide and cetyltrimethylammonium
chloride was found.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Electrochemical detection by cyclic voltammetry of biologically essential
neurotransmitters such as dopamine allows important kinetic and thermodynamic
parameters, such as electron transfer rate constant and the electrode potential, to be
obtained simply and rapidly. This opens the door for potential medical and diagnostic
applications as well as aiding in a greater understanding of electrode-solution
interactions.
This research investigates the hypothesis that cetyltrimethylammonium chloride
(CTAC) modified carbon paste electrodes will better resolve peaks obtained by cyclic
voltammetry for a solution of dopamine, ascorbic acid and uric acid than those modified
with cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB). A secondary postulation is
cetyltrimethylammonium halide (CTAX) solutions that cannot form monolayers on the
electrode surface due to low concentration will not function as working electrodes.
To test these premises, electrode descriptions and test methods found in an article
published in the International Journal of Electrochemical Science by Sharath et al.1 were
used. Also, the referenced article suggests that there is a monolayer on the surface of the
electrode, but provides no visual and no reproducible voltammetric evidence. If there
were a coating solution that does not have sufficient concentration to allow surfactant
molecules to spread over every interface it is in contact with, this supposition could be
verified with more certainty. Surfactant solutions below the critical micelle concentration
(CMC) coated the working electrode surface and were then used to analyze the
1

voltammetric response of dopamine.
A. Previous Work with CTAB and Dopamine Detection
Sharath et al. published a paper in the International Journal of Electrochemical
Science detailing their experiments with a CTAB modified carbon paste electrode to
detect dopamine in the presence of the interferent uric and ascorbic acids by cyclic
voltammetry.1 It assumed a monolayer of surfactant self-assembled on the surface of the
electrode to enhance and separate the dopamine peaks from those caused by uric and
ascorbic acid. The electrode process of these modified electrodes was determined to be
adsorption controlled because of the proportionality of the scan rate and anodic peak
current.2-4
The primary objective of this research was to successfully reproduce the
technique with two cetyltrimethylammonium halide coatings in order to compare the
effect of the anion on electrode response. The experimental section of the Sharath et al.
article was vague on the actual composition of the electrode outside of the filling, so
electrode construction techniques from previous research were used as a starting point.5
CTAB and CTAC were the only commercially available cetyltrimethylammonium
halides, and so were chosen as coatings for the working electrode. The initial dopamine
and interferent concentrations used in the experimental section of the paper were also
different than the amounts discussed in the results section, without explanation for the
change. The background effects of the solvent used were also not addressed, as well as
the impact of solvent pH on the redox reactions the compounds of interest undergo in the
cell. This presented an unexplored space for a more in depth investigation of the range of
detection for the analytes and the nature of the coating created. In addition, the
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postulation that the size and electronegativity difference between bromine and chlorine
present in anion form in the two surfactants would alter the detection abilities of the
electrode was examined.
Determination of the electrochemical effect of micelles when present on the
electrode is an important research objective. The Sharath et al. article and a second
referenced article4 used coatings of CTAB solutions that were all above the CMC. The
effect of micellar complexes on electrochemical processes has been well documented,
although not with this specific kind of electrode setup.6-9 In the article by Wen, Jia and
Liu7, CTAB in solution with dopamine was found to reduce the peak currents ipa and ipc.
The detection power of the electrodes when their surface is not completely covered by
surfactant has not been sufficiently addressed in the literature. It is most likely that a
concentration of CTAX below the CMC applied as an electrode coating will detect
dopamine with lower peak currents, if at all.
B. Comparison to Polymer Modified Electrodes
Surfactant coatings are a viable alternative to polymer modified electrodes. This
is due to their ease of construction when compared to labor-intensive polymer coatings
and their lower material cost.10 Repeated polishing with oils on specialized surfaces and
sonication before and after use are not necessary for surfactant coated electrodes.
Aqueous CTAX solutions are much less toxic and more environmentally friendly than
polymer solutions used to modify electrode surfaces.10
C. Applications of Cyclic Voltammetry and Electrode Technology
Electrochemical analysis using electrodes is an important tool for detection of
chemicals of medical interest in biological media. Electrodes have been synthesized for
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detection of substances such as protein kinase11, copper and nickel complexes used in
tumor treatment12, alkaline phosphatase13, myoglobin14,15, hemoglobin15, methylene
blue16, HIV-1 p24 antigen17, glucose18 and procaine anesthetic19. Cyclic voltammetry has
also been used to assess the severity of pancreatitis in rats20. Biological solvents used in
these studies include human blood, human blood plasma, human serum and rat serum.
Another medical application of electrodes and cyclic voltammetry is detecting
corrosion on medical implants, for instance copper intra-uterine devices21, heart
monitors22 and microsensors23 and preventing it by electroplating24. The release of
heparin from medical implants to prevent post surgical infection was verified by
voltammetry.25,26
Voltammetric preparations of substrates for electronic components have also been
studied. For example, silicon wafers have been electroplated with copper using
voltammetry27 and freestanding carbon nanofiber electrodes have been modified with
manganese oxide to make capacitors28.
Surfactant modification of electrodes has been used to: detect europium29,
incorporate DNA as a method for future purification30, create immunosensors using
immunoglobulin G31, control release of the drug perylene32, integrate cobalt complexes
for detection of ascorbic acid33 and detect uric acid using carbon nanosheets as
electrodes34. Also of interest is a study of detection of dopamine, ascorbic acid and uric
acid with the use of the amino acid L-arginine in the place of surfactants as the electrode
modifier.35
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D. Electrochemistry and Electroanalytical Chemical Theory
Electrochemistry is the study of chemical reactions involving an electron transfer that
take place in solution at the interface of an electron conducting surface and an electrolyte.
The electron conductor is referred to as an electrode, and the electrolyte is most often an
ionic solution. The chemical changes that occur because of these interactions can be
related to observed differences in electrical parameters such as current, potential and
charge. Electroanalytical chemistry is the quantitative examination of this relationship
between electrical energy and chemical variation.
Reduction-oxidation (redox) reactions are chemical processes that involve the gain or
loss of charge, and these processes are considered electrolysis when initiated by an
external electrical potential. Reduction is described as an atom or molecule gaining one
or more electrons and results in a loss of charge.36
Oxidation is the increase of charge and occurs by loss of one or more electrons. This
transfer of electrons from an oxidized species (reducing agent) to a reduced species
(oxidizing agent) is concentration dependent, this forms the basis of electroanalytical
detection of an analyte.
Potentiostatic, or controlled potential, electroanalytical measurements require at
least two electrodes to serve as conductors and a sample solution to act as an electrolyte.
This arrangement is known as an electrochemical cell. Of practical interest is the three
electrode cell, most commonly used in controlled potential experiments. It consists of a
working, reference and auxiliary/counter electrode. The working electrode is the surface
at which the reaction of interest occurs. The reference electrode gives a consistent
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potential independent of the current to which the working electrode is compared. The
conductive, inert auxiliary electrode is used to measure current and complete the circuit.36
Figure 1: Diagram of a three electrode cell37

In a cell, the transfer of electrons between the electrode and ionic analyte solution is
called a faradaic process. The simplest incidence of this type of process is the single
electron (e-) transfer from an oxidized (O) to a reduced (R) species in a redox couple.
 + ି ↔ 

(1)

It follows that any chemical species that can be made to reduce or oxidize, described as
being electroactive, can be measured using potentiostatic methods. The potential of the
electrode in thermodynamically controlled systems can be used to calculate the
concentration of the electroactive compound at the surface with a version of the Nernst
equation:
 = ° +
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Where E° is the redox reaction standard potential, R is the gas constant, T is temperature
in degrees Kelvin, n is the number of transferred electrons, F is Faraday’s constant and
CO and CR are the concentration of the oxidized and reduced species at the surface of the
electrode, respectively. The current produced from this reaction at the electrode
measures the rate of the redox reaction.38 These calculations are based on the assumption
that the system adheres to Nernst’s rules. Most substances and reactions of interest
exhibit quasi-reversible electrochemical behavior that can only be described as Nernstian
at very high (≥1000 V/s) scan rates.39
The reaction that takes place at the electrode in solution does so in several stages,
with the slowest being the rate limiting step. The electrode comes in contact with a small
layer of solution near its surface and can only react with the analyte molecules present in
that layer. The movement of molecules into and out of this interface layer is called mass
transport and happens by one of three methods: migration, convection or diffusion.
Migration refers to the movement of charge through ions along an electrical field.
Convection happens by physically moving either the solution or the electrode. Diffusion
occurs when nonuniform potential within the solution causes molecules to move from
regions of higher concentration to those of lower concentration as they seek equilibrium.
A simple reaction only involves the mass transport of electroactive molecules to the
electrode surface, an electron transfer across the interface and the movement of the
product back into the outer layer of solution.36
Diffusion is the least complicated method of mass transport and can be explained
when Nernstian behavior is assumed. This means that the concentration of redox product
will be higher closer to the electrode and lower in the bulk solution, while the reactant
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concentration will be less near the electrode and greater in the bulk solution. When a
rapid electron transfer rate exists, the current (i) is directly proportional to the flux (J):
 = −

(3)

Where n is the number of electrons, A is the surface area of the electrode and F is
Faraday’s constant. Flux is a measure of mass transport rate at a fixed point or the rate of
movement of materials by diffusion. Fick’s laws quantify the diffusion process. The first
law;


=−

డబ


డ௫

(4)

relates diffusional flux at a certain time t and position x to the diffusion coefficient D0 and
the concentration gradient. The current response can be expressed by combining
equations (3) and (4) to give:
 = 

డబ


డ௫

(5)

Thus, the current at a given time is proportional to the concentration gradient of the
electroactive species. The time dependence of linear diffusional flux is defined by Fick’s
second law:
డబ
డ௧

=

డమ బ


డ௫ మ

(6)

This equation can predict the variation of concentration of species as a function of time
within an electrochemical cell. As the change in concentration becomes more
pronounced, the rate of diffusion of the electroactive species in the cell also increases.36
The segregation of the solution into distinct regions is called the electrical double
layer. Electrochemically speaking, this is the ionic zone formed in solution to
accommodate the excess charge on the electrode. The electrode-solution interface must
be neutral, so the charge of the molecules closest to the electrode is opposite to the charge
8

on the electrode surface. This layer is called the inner Helmholtz plane (IHP) and
contains partially solvated, adsorbed ions along with solvent molecules. The layer
separated from the surface of the electrode by the monolayer of molecules that form the
IHP is known as the outer Helmholtz plane (OHP). The IHP and OHP comprise the
compact layer, which can cling to the electrode even after it is removed from solution.
Beyond the compact layer is the diffuse, or Gouy, layer which connects with the bulk
solution. The concentration of ionic species at a given distance away from the electrode
has a Boltzmann distribution in the diffuse layer. The potential of molecules in the OHP
is φd and the potential for molecules in the IHP is φi.40
When potential is applied to an electrochemical cell containing an electroactive
species, the resulting current produced by a change in oxidation state is called a faradaic
current. This current describes the rate of the redox reaction and follows Faraday’s Law,
which states that reaction of one mole of substance has a change of n x 96,485 coulombs.
A current versus potential plot is known as a voltammogram, and displays the current
signal on the vertical axis and the excitation potential on the horizontal axis. The shape
and size of the voltammogram is determined by the sum of the faradaic currents of the
sample and blank solutions and the nonfaradaic charging current of the background.36,41
E. Voltammetry
Voltammetry analyzes the half reaction of a compound by tracking the current in
a cell as the potential is varied. It is a common electrochemical method used to study
redox reactions. A voltammetric scan is initiated at a potential where there is no reaction
and then sweeps through the standard electrode potential. The electrode is stationary and
the solution is not stirred, so the diffusion layer remains undisturbed during electrolysis
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of the analyte. Electrochemically reversible reactions occur when the ratios of reduced
and oxidized species at the electrode surface are governed by the Nernst equation.
Cyclic voltammetry is a potentiostatic method developed in 1965 by Nicholson
and Shain. It is a powerful tool for electrochemical analysis due to its ability to quickly
provide thermodynamic, kinetic and adsorption reaction information. Most importantly,
cyclic voltammetry offers rapid determination of the redox potentials of electroactive
species. This is achieved by using a potentiostat to perform a linear scan of the potential
of a stationary working electrode in an unperturbed solution using a triangular potential
waveform (Figure 2).42,43

Potential (V) vs. Reference Electrode
→

Figure 2: Triangular waveform signal in cyclic voltammetry scan38

1st Cycle

2nd Cycle

Repeat

Time (s) →

The potentiostat measures the current resulting from the applied potential during the
sweep. The current versus potential plot generated is called a cyclic voltammogram
(CV). The general form of a reversible redox couple during a single potential cycle is
shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: CV for a single electron transfer reversible redox process38

The forward scan as seen in Figure 3 creates a reduced species, while a reverse scan
generates an oxidized species. During the first half-cycle, the cathodic current increases
until it reaches a peak at the unique E° for the particular redox process. After traveling
through the potential region where reduction takes place, the sweep is reversed. The
point at which the potential sweep is reversed is called the switching potential. Over the
course of the reverse scan, R molecules accumulated in the forward half-cycle are
reoxidized back to O and an anodic peak is formed.36
Important parameters of the CV are the anodic and cathodic peak potentials (Epa,
Epc) and peak currents (ipa, ipc). Figure 4, a CV generated by a potentiostat illustrates the
appearance of actual data and these central diagnostic features.
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Figure 4: Example Cyclic Voltammogram44

Taking the information found in this CV of a reversible redox system, several key
properties can be calculated:
Separation of Peak Potentials
∆ = ೌ −  =

.ହଽ


V

(7)

Standard Redox Potential
° =

ாೌ ାா

(8)

ଶ

Diffusion Coefficient or Electrode Surface Area (Randles-Sevcik Equation) at 25°C
 = 2.69 × 10ହ ଷ/ଶ 





ଵ/ଶ ଵ/ଶ °

(9)

Where n is the number of electrons, A is the electrode area in cm2, D is the diffusion
coefficient in cm2·s-1, ν is the scan rate in V·s-1 and C° is the concentration in mol·cm-3.
For reversible systems with a fast one-electron process, ∆E should be approximately 59
mV. The potentials for both cathodic and anodic peaks are independent of the scan rate.
Reversible processes where n>1, the CV exhibits several distinct peaks when the standard
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redox potential values for the individual steps are each higher than the last and far enough
apart.36,38
Figure 5: Diagram of Quasi-Reversible System at Different ν45

When a redox reaction is slow or happening in conjunction with a chemical
reaction, it displays non Nernstian behavior. Slow electron exchange reactions are
referred to as irreversible, while reactions controlled by charge transfer and mass
transport are quasi-reversible. Totally irreversible systems have a peak potential that
shifts with the scan rate and a difference in peak potentials that is greater than 0.059/n
volts. Quasi-reversible systems have CVs with a larger separation in peak potentials
when compared to what is seen in a reversible system. At very fast scan rates, a quasireversible reaction demonstrates irreversible behavior. Figure 5 shows the reversible
(blue), quasi-reversible (red) and irreversible (green) performance of a quasi-reversible
system at different scan rates. These types of non-ideal reaction systems are of greatest
interest within the field.45
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F. Compounds of Interest
Dopamine (DA) is a catecholamine neurotransmitter that is integral to the fight or
flight biological response46. Normal concentration level in blood for a still human adult
is ~163 pM47. Dopamine is a precursor to both epinephrine and norepinephrine and has
five distinct eukaryotic membrane receptors located throughout the central nervous
system in vertebrate life forms48. DA is also plays a role in renal, cardiovascular and
endocrine systems in humans. A deficiency of dopamine has been noted in patients with
Parkinson’s disease, while an overabundance of dopaminergic transmission is a
postulated cause for schizophrenia and general psychosis.46,48-50 In solution it undergoes
a two electron transfer oxidation to dopamine quinone, as shown in Figure 6:
Figure 6: Oxidation reaction of Dopamine36

Uric acid (UA) is a principal product of the purine metabolism in humans and
some simians. Normally it is excreted as waste in urine, but when abnormally high levels
remain in the body it can cause gout.51 Gout is a type of arthritis is caused by high uric
acid, known as hyperuricemia, and is characterized by urate crystals precipitating out of
blood serum and accumulating at joints. Hyperuricemia is classified as a serum level of
greater than ~500 µM.51 UA is of interest because of it has an oxidation peak of a similar
potential to that of DA and is also a common molecule found in biological fluids.
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Figure 7: Oxidation reaction of Uric Acid

Ascorbic acid (AA), a form of Vitamin C, is a water soluble vitamin. Necessary
to prevent scurvy, it also acts as an antioxidant when added to food. It can be synthesized
from glucose and is a mild reducing agent.52 The normal concentration range of AA in
human blood is 40-75 µM.47 The oxidation peak potential of is AA also close to that of
DA, often resulting in an overlapping voltammetric response.
Figure 8: Oxidation reaction of Ascorbic Acid

Cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) is a quaternary amine and cationic
surfactant. CTAB is widely used in hair care, cosmetics, and antiseptics and as a DNA
extraction solvent53. Quaternary amines, sometimes abbreviated quats, retain the positive
charge on the nitrogen in the molecule over a broad range of temperature and pH. Quats,
especially molecules containing methyl groups, destabilize in the presence of a strong
nucleophile in an SN2 nucleophilic substitution.54 CTAB is a micellar surfactant,
meaning it arranges itself in solution with water or other polar solvents into a roughly
spherical particle. This aggregate is known as a micelle, and has an outer region of polar
amine head groups facing the solution with the nonpolar alkane tails facing inward. The
15

critical micelle concentration (CMC) is the point at which the surfactant molecules have
spread across the available interfaces of the solution and micelles begin to form within
solution (Figure 9). After the CMC has been reached, any additional surfactant added
will also form micelles.55 As a result of this aggregation behavior CTAB can affect the
detection properties of an electrode. A monolayer of surfactant on the surface creates a
coating of positive charges facing out from the electrode.
Figure 9: Diagram of Micellar Features

A Micelle

Critical Micelle Concentration

Figure 10: Chemical structures of (a) CTAB and (b) CTAC
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Another cationic quat of interest is cetyltrimethylammonium chloride (CTAC).
As shown in Figure 10, it has the same structure as CTAB with the substitution of a
chloride instead of a bromide anion. Many shampoos and conditioners as well as some
antiseptic solutions contain CTAC.56 The CMC of CTAC and CTAB in water is about 1
mM.57 Other cetyltrimethylammonium halides can be synthesized, but are not
commercially available. The iodide anion variety can be made using an ion exchange
column, while cetyltrimethylammonium fluoride is more difficult to create in laboratory
conditions.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL
A. Materials
The carbon paste electrodes were constructed using 1.6 mm diameter borosilicate
glass capillary tube manufactured by Kimble Chase and 0.5 mm diameter copper wire
from Alfa Aesar. The filling was made from graphite powder with a particle size of less
than 150 µm and PMX-200 silicone fluid with a viscosity of 100 cSt, both obtained from
Aldrich.
The surfactant coatings were made using cetyltrimethylammonium bromide
(BioXtra ≥99%) from Sigma, cetyltrimethylammonium chloride (purum) from Aldrich
and 1 N standard hydrochloric acid solution from Fisher.
Solvent solutions were made using sulfuric acid from Fisher and 1M phosphate
buffer from Sigma. All analytes were purchased from Sigma and included: ACS reagent
potassium hexacyanoferrate(II) trihydrate, potassium chloride, dopamine hydrochloride,
L-ascorbic acid and uric acid.
B. Assembly of Electrodes
Copper wire was measured and cut to fit into a capillary tube with approximately
5 centimeters extra length to allow for a connection point. The wire was threaded into
the capillary tube and the ends aligned. The wire at the connection end was then secured
in place using Gorilla Glue brand fast cure super glue and allowed to dry.
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Figure 11: Example of Working Electrodes

A seventy percent carbon, thirty percent silicone filling consisting of graphite powder and
100 cSt silicone oil was measured by weight into a scintillation vial and combined by
inserting a stir bar and shaking. Once the solution was homogenized and compacted by
the stir bar, an unfilled electrode was inserted into the mixture repeatedly until the bottom
centimeter of the capillary tube was filled. The exterior of the tube was then wiped clean
with a dry Kimwipe®. At this stage the electrode can be coated or allowed to rest under
a heat lamp.
As a solvent for the CTAB and CTAC solutions, standard 1 N HCl was diluted to
0.2 N with water. The powdered surfactant was then weighed into a volumetric flask and
the container filled to the mark with 0.2 N hydrochloric acid. CTAB and CTAC have
lower critical micelle concentrations in acid, so the solvent used was chosen in favor of
water. Coated electrodes were dipped for ten seconds in a solution of either 1 mM or 10
mM surfactant before heating. Both uncoated blank and treated electrodes were dried
under a heat lamp for one hour. Blank electrodes were dried immediately after being
filled.
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C. Analyte Solutions
Dopamine, ascorbic acid and uric acid in various concentrations and two pH
levels were tested by cyclic voltammetry. The solvent used for making analyte solutions
of biological pH was phosphate buffer, with a pH of 7.4. It was diluted from 1.0 to 0.2 M
with water and combined with weighed amounts of analyte in a volumetric flask.
Concentrated sulfuric acid was diluted with water to 0.1 M to serve as the acidic solvent.
In acidic solutions, test compounds were weighed into a volumetric flask and 0.1 M
sulfuric acid added to the mark.
In order to verify the surface electroactivity of the CTAX-coated electrodes, a
mixture of potassium hexacyanoferrate (K4[Fe(CN)6]) with potassium chloride (KCl)
supporting electrolyte was made as a testing solution.1,55 Both solids were weighed out,
placed in a volumetric flask and diluted with water so that the final concentration was 10
mM K4[Fe(CN)6] and 1 M KCl.
D. Instrumentation and Conditions of Three-Electrode Cell
A Bioanalytical Services US (BASi) EC Epsilon potentiostat was used for all
cyclic voltammograms. A silver/silver chloride (Ag/AgCl) reference electrode was used
throughout testing. The auxiliary, or counter, electrode was a platinum (Pt⁰) wire. All
reference and counter electrodes were purchased from BASi electrochemical. The glass
and carbon working electrode constructed in the lab was inserted, along with the
reference and counter electrodes, into a Teflon cap affixed to a 20 mL volume cylindrical
glass cell. Alligator clips were used to connect the electrodes to the potentiostat in the
configuration below.
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Figure 12: Diagram of Potentiostat Connectors58

E. Experimental Conditions
All experiments were done at room temperature and pressure and in air. The scan
rate was set at 100 mV/s, with the exception of the adsorption experiment, in which the
scan rate was adjusted from 25 – 1000 mV/s. The potential was ramped from -500 mV
to the switching potential of 800 mV and back for the return scan. Five individually
prepared sample electrodes for each treatment were run for one complete two scan cycle.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Electrochemical Characterization of Coated Electrodes
Comparisons of the electroactivity of blank electrodes with both CTAB and
CTAC coated electrodes were carried out using CV at a scan rate of 100 mV/s. The
analyte solution was 1 mM potassium hexacyanoferrate in 1 M potassium chloride.
Figure 13 below illustrates the difference in peak currents of each of the three electrodes.
Both coated electrodes have well defined redox peaks in relation to the blank, indicating
greater electrochemical activity at the electrode surface.

blank
10 mM CTAB
10 mM CTAC

0.7

0.5

4.0E-04
2.0E-04
-1.0E-18
-2.0E-04
-4.0E-04
-6.0E-04
0.3

0.1

-0.1

-0.3

Current (A)

Figure 13: CVs of electrodes in 1 mM K4[Fe(CN)6] 1 M KCl

-0.5

Potential (V)

B. Solvent Interaction
To determine if there were reactions occurring between the solvents and the
electrodes, CV scans of coated and blank electrodes were run with both 0.1 M H2SO4 and
0.2 M phosphate buffer solutions without any analytes present. These solutions were
chosen because they are commonly used in electrochemical literature,1,5 phosphate buffer
specifically due to its pH (7.4) being the same as many biological systems. The acid
solution shows no peaks for any electrode. The buffer solution gives a cathodic peak
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of approximately -30 mV regardless of the working electrode used. The CVs of the two
CTAX coated electrodes result in an additional anodic peak around 0 mV. Cyclic
voltammograms of solutions made in phosphate buffer with CTAX coated working
electrodes have, on average, Epa of 7.6 mV and Epc of -336 mV for CTAB and Epa of
-45.3 mV and Epc of -343 mV for CTAC that are caused by the solvent itself.
Figure 14: CV of electrodes in acid solvent
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Figure 15: CV of electrodes in neutral solvent
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-0.50

Current (A)
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C. Dose Response of Dopamine
The response of dopamine at different concentrations was carried out by making a
stock solution of 200 mM DA and volumetrically diluting to the appropriate
concentration in the cell. As shown below, CTAB and CTAB exhibit similar behavior
when used to detect a range of dopamine concentrations in phosphate buffer. Findings
from the Analyte with Interferent Testing section that were done the same day made
phosphate buffer the logical solvent. Dopamine at 1-10 mM gives a well resolved redox
peak with the Epa and Epc separated by about 100 mV. At higher concentrations, the
potential differences of the peak pairs become larger and the current baseline shifts
downward sharply.
Figure 16: Dopamine concentration comparison of (a) 10 mM CTAB electrode in buffer (b) 10 mM CTAC
electrode in 0.2 M phosphate buffer
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(b) CTAC in Buffer
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Table 1: Peak Data for Various Dopamine Concentrations in 0.2 M phosphate buffer

10 mM CTAC

10 mM CTAB

Electrode Dopamine
Coating
(mM)
1
5
10
50
100
200
1
5
10
50
100
200

ipa

ipc

(mA)
0.006
0.034
0.049
0.161
-0.293
0.006
0.017
0.060
0.217
0.302
0.207

(mA)
0.004
0.013
0.022
0.045
-0.175
0.003
0.009
0.046
0.051
0.048
0.097

Epa

Epc

(mV) (mV)
180
101
204
98
227
105
338
91
-79
361
64
194
91
216
91
229
102
345
91
452
74
395
59

∆Ep

E⁰

n

(mV)
79
106
122
246
-297
103
125
127
255
379
336

(mV)
141
151
166
215
-212
142
154
165
218
263
227

0.755
0.565
0.488
0.244
-0.200
0.584
0.518
0.471
0.233
0.157
0.179

D. Scan Rate Variance
Whether a redox reaction is adsorption controlled can be experimentally determined by
analyzing the change in ipa when the scan rate is varied. A 10 mM solution of dopamine
in phosphate buffer was made as an analyte solution. Blank, 10 mM coated CTAB and 10
mM coated CTAC electrodes were used as working electrodes. Scans were made at the
following rates: 25, 50, 100, 200, 500 and 1000 mV/s.
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Figure 17: CVs of scan rate comparison for (a) 10 mM CTAB (b) 10 mM CTAC (c) blank electrodes
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The increase in ∆E along with the scan rate for dopamine in these experiments indicates
quasi-reversible behavior. The visible increase in peak current with increasing ν in
Figures 17a-b hints at adsorption of compounds onto the electrode surface. However,
plots of ipa versus ν for those CVs show poor correlation. Figure 18 suggests that while
some molecular adhesion is occurring on the electrode surface, the reaction cannot be
said to be completely adsorption controlled.
Figure 18: Current vs. Scan Rate Plot for (a) CTAB (b) CTAC
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Table 2: Scan Rate Comparison for 10 mM CTAX electrodes

Analyte: 10 mM Dopamine in phosphate buffer
10 mM CTAB 10 mM CTAC
Scan Rate
avg ∆Ep
avg ∆Ep
mV/s
mV
mV
25
88
--50
83
93
100
122
127
200
170
163
500
267
330
1000
358
244

E. Initial Interferent Testing
Preliminary tests of CTAX-coated electrodes revealed that the presence of UA in
the analyte solution at 10 mM concentration overwhelmed the DA and AA peaks. The
dopamine response for 10 mM CTAB-coated electrodes in phosphate shown in Figure
19(a) is obscured by the large uric acid anodic peak. The same behavior can be seen for
the 10 mM CTAC-coated electrodes in phosphate buffer in Figure 19(b). In order to have
separately resolved peaks for each analyte, the uric acid level must be lowered. The
300 µM chosen for subsequent analysis improved resolution and is closer to biological
levels in blood of 208-428 µM than the initial 10 mM level used.
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Figure 19: CV of equal concentration analyte breakdown (a) 10 mM CTAB electrode (b) 10 mM CTAC
electrode
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F. Analyte with Interferent Testing
Since the response of dopamine was robust when CTAX-coated working
electrodes are used, the next step was to investigate peak behavior when interferents are
also in solution. As illustrated in Figures 20a-d, CVs taken in a phosphate buffer solution
containing 10 mM dopamine, 1 mM ascorbic acid and 300 µM uric acid show the
expected five peaks (ascorbic acid redox reaction is irreversible). In the acid solution, no
peaks were observed.
Figure 20:CVs of (a) AA and UA in buffer solution (b) DA, AA and UA in buffer solution (c) AA and UA in
acidic solution (d) DA, AA and UA in acidic solution
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Table 3: Peak Data with Standard Error for 10 mM DA with 1mM AA and 300 uM UA in 0.2 M
phosphate buffer

Electrode
Coating
10 mM CTAB
10 mM CTAC

ipa

ipc

Epa

Epc

∆Ep

E⁰

n

(mA)

(mA)

0.0477±0.005

0.0133±0.001

(mV) (mV) (mV) (mV)
244±5

110±1

134±5

177±2

0.4463±0.015

0.0526±0.005

0.0143±0.002

237±5

109±3

127±8

173±2

0.4773±0.023
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G. Coating Solution below CMC
In order to determine if the surface of the electrode is being coated with a
monolayer of charged surfactant, 0.5 mM concentration solutions of CTAB and CTAC
were made in water. These solutions are below the critical micelle concentrations for the
compounds, which is about 1 mM in water. Surprisingly, there was still a response from
electrodes coated in these solutions. The graph that follows shows the peak shape
remains the same, but at smaller peak heights, while Table 2 contrasts the potential values
of dopamine tested with the two concentrations (above and below the CMC) of surfactant
coated electrodes.
Table 4: Potential Values for Surfactant Modified Electrodes in 10 mM dopamine

Phosphate
Buffer

10 mM Dopamine
Epa (mV) Epc (mV) ∆Ep (mV) E⁰ (mV)

n

10 mM CTAB

227

105

122

166

0.485

0.5 mM CTAB

258

094

163

176

0.362

10 mM CTAC

229

102

127

165

0.465

0.5 mM CTAC

256

96

160

176

0.370
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Figure 21: CV of 10 mM DA solution in buffer
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IV. CONCLUSION
Coating handmade carbon paste electrodes with the quaternary amine surfactant
molecules cetyltrimethylammonium bromide and cetyltrimethylammonium chloride
resulted in a modified electrode that produces distinct peaks for the neurotransmitter
dopamine hydrochloride alone or in the presence of the interferents ascorbic acid and uric
acid on a cyclic voltammogram. Unaccompanied, dopamine and the two acids have
good peak resolution in acidic and biological pH. When all three compounds of interest
are combined, only the 7.4 pH phosphate buffer solution retains peak quality. The
phosphate buffer was found to produce an anodic and a cathodic peak without the
presence of an analyte, which was not noted in the reference literature. Both CTAB and
CTAC coated electrodes at neutral pH detected dopamine and the interferents
simultaneously without the use of prior separation techniques.
Through various electroanalytical techniques, the CVs produced by the coated
electrodes were analyzed. Important peak parameters Epa, Epc, ipa and ipc were identified
in order to give ∆Ep, standard electrode potential and number of electrons transferred.
The scan rate of the cyclic voltammetry experiments were carried out over a wider range
(25-1000 mV/s) than previously attempted (50-300 mV/s).1 This extended range
provided a more accurate picture of the electron transfer and redox reactions occurring at
the electrode surface. This data along with scan rate variation experiments indicates that
the redox reaction of dopamine at the electrode surface exhibited quasi-reversible
behavior and was only partially adsorption controlled.
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The surfactant coated electrodes demonstrated formation of a charged monolayer
able to detect analytes both above and below the critical micelle concentration of the
surfactants. CTAB and CTAC showed no appreciable difference in detection ability.
Further specificity and sensitivity could be probed with the substitution of other
common quat surfactants as electrode surface modifiers. Anionic surfactants are of
interest in considering surface adsorption because their negative charge matches that of
the electrode. Also, analysis of the behavior of less substituted amines when used to
modify electrode surfaces can offer more insight on the effectiveness of quats. This low
cost alternative to polymer modified electrodes has many opportunities for development
of new analytical methods and detection of molecules. The ease of construction and mild
conditions needed for making these types of modified electrodes, as well as their
nontoxicity mark them as an attractive option for analysis of biological media. Reduction
of capillary tube and copper wire size and some type of primary enclosure would be
necessary for in situ testing to be possible.
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